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drawing book - how to draw trees, flowers, plants, mushrooms and more figures from nature step
by step.in 32 pages the well known cartoon artist "Amit Offir" will teach you how to draw all you
need to know about drawing plants from the garden to the forest.in this book you will learn how
to draw cartoon characters and comics figures that will help you to draw anything you like in the
gardenthis is a practical guide for anyone that loves drawing and illustratingthe author and
illustrator Amit Offir will teach you to how to draw and succeed in a short time even if you dont
know how to draw at all or from where to start!everybody can draw and now you can too!a
unique technique that will give you great drawing tools and lead you to success.recommended
for age 6 and all ages (for adults that want how to draw easily also).

About the AuthorMcGraw-Hill authors represent the leading experts in their fields and are
dedicated to improving the lives, careers, and interests of readers worldwide
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How to Draw PlantsBy Amit OffirCopyright © Amit OffirPublished by: TroubadourThank you for
purchasing my ebook.This content remains the copyrighted propertyof the author and may not
be reproduced,scanned, or distributed for any commercialor non-commercial use without
permissionfrom the author. If you enjoyed this book,then encourage your friendsto download
their own copy.Your support and respect for the propertyof this author is appreciated.Your
opinion is very important to me!So, pleaseto let me know your thoughts.Additional Best Selling
Booksby Just to say thank you for purchasing my book.I want to give you a gift absolutely 100%
free!My Book ""How to Draw PlantsBy Amit OffirCopyright © Amit OffirPublished by:
TroubadourThank you for purchasing my ebook.This content remains the copyrighted propertyof
the author and may not be reproduced,scanned, or distributed for any commercialor non-
commercial use without permissionfrom the author. If you enjoyed this book,then encourage
your friendsto download their own copy.Your support and respect for the propertyof this author is
appreciated.How to Draw PlantsBy Amit OffirCopyright © Amit OffirPublished by:
TroubadourThank you for purchasing my ebook.This content remains the copyrighted propertyof
the author and may not be reproduced,scanned, or distributed for any commercialor non-
commercial use without permissionfrom the author. If you enjoyed this book,then encourage
your friendsto download their own copy.Your support and respect for the propertyof this author is
appreciated.Your opinion is very important to me!So, pleaseto let me know your
thoughts.Additional Best Selling Booksby Your opinion is very important to me!So, please to let
me know your thoughts.Additional Best Selling Booksby Just to say thank you for purchasing my
book.I want to give you a gift absolutely 100% free!My Book ""Just to say thank you for
purchasing my book.I want to give you a gift absolutely 100% free!My Book ""
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Bobby, “Plants. I have about 4 other books by this artist and I can't say enough good things
about the books. Our grandchildren love to draw and these books are kind of a step by step that
you see and start drawing. I believe our grandchildren will have a lot of fun looking at these
books and trying to draw from the pictures in these books. I also enjoy drawing and Amit has
made it easy to complete these drawings. Hope you will give these books a try too.  Bobby”

J.M. Taylor, “How to book. This book is for children learning how to draw plants. It is in very good
instructions. It is well for a beginner of the art of drawing. I would recommend it for as such
learners”

bev, “Just what I needed. I chose this to help me make patterns for quilting. It has worked pretty
well.  I wanted to draw a pineapple and there were instructions on how to draw a pineapple.”

B. Kettell, “excellant book and series. I would prefer a hard copy book for this, that could be put
in a backpack or equal.  I think we learn by the printed picture that stays motionless”

Badass Lioness, “Easy steps to drawing plants, flowers, & trees. Step-by-step drawings that
make the process easy & fun. I can't wait to start drawing! This e-book makes it easy for anyone
to draw.”

Ebook Library Reader, “pretty good. I mostly liked the trees and some of the flowers, but the
book is limited, to say the least. Good thing it's free!”

The book by Mary Higgins Clark has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 32 people have provided feedback.
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